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Synchrotron x-ray diA'raction has been used to study the surface and the interior hexatic-to-liquid
(smectic-I to smectic-C) melting transitions of freely suspended liquid-crystal films of
N-[4'-(n-heptyl)benzylidene]-4-(n-heptyl)aniline (70.7) five molecular layers thick. Both the surface
hexatic monolayers and the interior hexatic layers melt via hysteretic first-order transitions. After
the two surface layers undergo a first-order transition to the smectic-I phase, the surface hexatic

0

correlation length g evolves smoothly from —100 to —300 A with a roughly square-root form,

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been intense interest in the possibility of
continuous dislocation-mediated two-dimensional (2D)
melting transitions in which a 2D crystalline phase melts
into a 2D liquid via an intermediate 2D hexatic phase. '

This melting is predicted to occur through two continu-
ous Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transitions —one between
the crystal and the hexatic and another between the hex-
atic and the liquid. The predicted hexatic phases and the
associated KT transitions stimulated many experimental
searches for this behavior in physisorbed monolayers, in
colloidal suspensions, and in freely suspended liquid-
crystal (FSLC) films. ' Although phases with hexatic
symmetry have been found in all three systems, the origin
of the hex atic order and its relationship to the
Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson- Young (KTHNY)
dislocation-mediated melting predictions are still un-
resolved and controversial. " ' For example, most of
the physisorbed monolayer studies have used substrates
with honeycomb or hexagonal symmetry which will au-
tomatically introduce some hexatic order into an ad-
sorbed liquid overlayer. Consequently, although the posi-
tional and the orientational correlations seem to follow
the predicted KT evolution at the overlayer freezing tran-
sition, the role of the substrate remains an important un-
resolved issue.

In this paper we show that the melting transition of
tilted hexatic smectic-I (Sm-I) monolayers on a liquid
smectic-C (Sm-C) substrate is first order in five-layer
FSLC films of N-[4-(n-heptyl)benzylidene]-4-(n-
heptyl)aniline' (70.7) a material extensively studied in
bulk' and in thin and thick films. ' ' Although this
does not contradict the KTHNY predictions —since the
theory only predicts the possibility of a two-step KT
transition which can be preempted by a first-order
transition —it is surprising since many of the two- and
three-dimensional liquid-crystal liquid-to-hexatic transi-
tions studied previously by other groups are continu-
ous. ' ' The melting of hexatic monolayers on a liquid
substrate is an ideal way to study effectively substrate-
free 2D melting, since a liquid substrate will not induce
any periodic positional or orientational correlations into
the hexatic overlayer. However, because the Sm-C phase
is a tilted liquid with anisotropic molecules, the coupling
between the tilt and the bond orientation will, in princi-
ple, produce some hexatic order in the Sm-C phase; x-
ray scattering measurements on thick Sm-C films of 70.7
have shown that the induced hexatic order is unobserv-
ably small. This is different from the behavior observed
in thick films of SOSI and other materials, where well-
developed orientational order exists deep into the Sm-C
phase. '

The formation of Sm-I monolayers on the two film-
vapor interfaces of the Sm-C interior in FSLC films of
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7O.7 (Ref. 25) is an example of surface-induced order or
"surface freezing. " Liquid crystals are prime examples
of systems with surface-induced order. Many liquid-
crystal systems with more ordered surface phases have
been discovered, but no examples of less ordered surface
phases (surface melting) have been reported. Both layer-
by-layer (L) and continuous (C) growth of the ordered
surface phase into the interior have been reported; exam-
ples include: nematic order at isotropic-solid interfaces
(C), smectic-A order at the isotropic-vapor interface
(L), smectic-A order at the nematic-vapor interface
(C), ' Sm-C order at the Sm-»I —vapor interface (C), '

and crystalline-B order at the Sm-A —vapor interface
(L) 32

Surface freezing transitions are special cases of interfa-
cial wetting and have been classified into three generic
categories: nonwetting, incomplete wetting, and com-
plete wetting. The freezing of most FSLC films falls into
the nonwetting category: the entire film freezes abruptly.
In this paper, we show that the Sm-C to Sm-I transition
in five layer 70.7 FSLC films exhibit wetting by a single
surface layer: first the two exterior surface monolayers
freeze and then, at a lower temperature, the rest of the in-
terior freezes abruptly; both transitions are first order.
The analogous surface freezing of a nontilted system
(monola~er crystalline smectic-8 order on smectic- A
FSLC 14S5 films) has been reported previously by Pin-
dak, Moncton, Bishop, and co-workers. Recently,
"complete" layer-by-layer surface freezing (tilted Sm-I
order on a nontilted smectic-»I interior) has been ob-
served in 90.4, a homolog of 70.7.

The hexatic-to-liquid transitions in FSLC films and in
bulk samples have been studied by several groups using
heat capacity, x-ray scattering, ' optical, electron-
scattering, ' and mechanical techniques. Both the non-
tilted hexatic-B to smectic-A and the tilted Sm-I to Sm-C
transitions have been studied; both have continuous or
weakly first-order transitions with considerable pretransi-
tional evolution between the hexatic and liquid phases.
The reported continuous hexatic-B to smectic-A transi-
tions have specific-heat exponents near —,

' (a-0.48 —0.67)
(Refs. 22 and 37) and continuous evolution of the in-plane
positional correlation lengths, ' but the critical behavior
is not fully understood. As predicted by the KTHNY
theory, the torsional oscillator measurements show that
the hexatic-B phase does not support an in-plane shear.
The Sm-C to Sm-I transition is diA'erent than the
smectic-A to hexatic-B transition because of the tilt of
the molecules with respect to the smectic layers in the
Sm-C and Sm-I phases. The tilt has several important
consequences: (1) It induces some hexatic order in the
Sm-C phase, changing it from a tilted liquid to an in-
duced hexatic; the induced order can have Sm-I,
smectic-F or possibly smectic-L symmetry. (2) If the
tilt-induced order has Sm-I symmetry, the Sm-C phase is
simply a Sm-I phase with smaller amplitude Sm-I order
parameters and the only true phase transition between
the C and the I must be first order. Observations of the
Sm-C to Sm-I transition in bulk show a discontinuous
jump in the layer spacing, which implies the transition is
first order. The surface and interior Sm-C to Sm-I tran-

sitions in 7O.7 reported here are true first-order transi-
tions. (3) In the absence of a first-order transition, the
tilt-induced hexatic order grows continuously, erasing the
Sm-C to Sm-I phase boundary. Brock et al. measured
the growth of the amplitudes of the hexatic orientational
order parameter in a system (8OSI) with continuous evo-
lution and showed that there is a universal scaling rela-
tionship between the amplitudes. (4) The large optical
contrast produced by the tilted anisotropic molecules al-
lows the tilt domains and the characteristic defects to be
imaged optically; the characteristic defects have been
used by Dierker, Pindak, and Meyer to show the bond-
orientational elasticity follows the continuous KTHNY
predictions at the chiral smectic-C* to smectic-I* transi-
tion. (5) The tilt distorts the hexagonal in-plane lattice
into a rectangular structure' ' so that tilted crystals are
predicted to exhibit anisotropic 2D melting. ' In this
case, there are two predicted types of critical behavior:
Type II melting with the same KTHNY critical behavior

(a)
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FIG. l. (a) Schematic illustration of the scattering geometry.
The position-sensitive proportional counter (PSPC) was orient-
ed with its active direction perpendicular to the 28 arms of the
spectrometer and in the scattering plane. The scattering angle
(28), the incident (K; ) and scattered ( K, ) wave vectors, the lon-
gitudinal (Q„» ) and transverse (Q, ) components of the momen-
tum transfer, and the sample orientation angles (P and y) are
shown. The spectrometer and film configuration shown pro-
duces a PSPC scan that is approximately along Q„with rough-
ly constant Q, . (b) The smectic-I scattering pattern for a mono-
domain sample. The slightly distorted solid hexagon is in the
Q plane. The six diff'use hexatic scattering rods are shown.
Their (Q„»,Q, ;y) coordinates are (0.956, —2;+30'), (0.995,
0;+90 ) and (0.956, +2;+ —120'). The units of Q„» and Q, are
described in the text. The plane containing the centers of the
hexatic spots is tilted by 19.5' (the director tilt) with respect to
the smectic layers (the Q„plane). The observed scattering was
the powder average (around Q, ) of the monodomain pattern
shown here.
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in both in-plane directions or type I melting with
different critical behavior in the two directions. Thus,
different functional dependences may hold for the two an-
isotropic correlation lengths over a temperature range in
the Sm-I phase. Measuring the x-ray scattering from ine-
quivalent directions in-plane at the surface Sm-I or interi-
or Sm-C to Sm-C transition can establish which of these
conditions holds here.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The x-ray scattering measurements were made at both
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory beamline, X-14, at
the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) and at
beamline VII-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory (SSRL). At NSLS, the monochromator
was a sagittally focusing Si[111] crystal tuned to
A. =1.4875 A. At SSRL, a pair of asymmetrically cut
Cate[111] crystals were used in the double-crystal mono-
chromator to provide a well-collimated beam with
A, =1.7431 A. Virtually identical signal counting rates
were obtained at NSLS and SSRL. The scattering from
the five-layer Sm-C films was very weak, -0.7
counts/mmsec at the peak; this was comparable to the
no-film background scattering from the apparatus. Be-
cause of the extremely low signal count rates, it was
essential to use a position-sensitive proportional counter
(PSPC), a Braun model OED-50, to provide parallel
detection of the scattering x rays. This provided about
a 20-fold increase in the data-collection rate over a crys-
tal analyzer (LiF[002]) with comparable resolution. The
scattering geometry is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
momentum-transfer component perpendicular to the
smectic layers is Q, and the component in the plane
parallel to the layers is Q„. The orientation of the films

around the Q, axis was selected by the angle y. The in-

plane resolution was controlled by the beam width along
the linear detector, which was set at the monochromator
output slits. At NSLS, the monochromator output slits
were set to the size of the focussed beam, 1 X 1 mm . At
SSRL, the out-of-plane (beam height) slits were opened to
4 mm to accept the larger focal spot; the setting was 1 X4
mm . The 1-mm beam width at NSLS and SSRL pro-
duced a rectangular resolution function with

~hQ„z~ =4.7X10 A ' full width. This resolution
width corresponds to the value calculated for a 1-mm-
wide beam with the PSPC located at a radius of 70 cm
and was also directly measured by observing the Bragg
scattering from a film in the crystalline-8 phase.

The scattering pattern for a single tilt domain hexatic
Sm-I film is shown in Fig. 1(b). The nonzero molecular
tilt distorts the local in-plane hexagonal packing
producing two diffuse spots at Q„» =0.995, Q, =0 and
four diffuse spots at Q =0.956, Q, =+2; here Q ~ is ex-
pressed in units of 4m. /&3a and Q, in units of 2m. /c,
where a =5.05 A is the hexagonal lattice parameter and
c =30.6 A is the layer spacing in the crystalline-B
phase. ' Because the films consist of many small
( —100 )Mm) randomly oriented tilt domains, the observed
scattering pattern is the powder average of the mono-
domain pattern shown in Fig. 1(b). This produces two
well-separated concentric cylinders of scattering. In
each phase, the line shapes of the Q, =0 and the Q, =2
peaks were measured. Because of the Q, =2 peaks were
almost as wide as the Sm-C scattering, it was dificult to
accurately determine the correlation lengths associated
with these peaks. The measured Sm-C scattering was a
powder-averaged diffuse cylinder with Q„=O.99 in
agreement with the many small domains observed opti-
cally.
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FICx. 2. Comparison of the measured scattering with the corresponding fits for the Q, =0 spots for a five-layer film of 70.7. The
data have been corrected for the no-film background and normalized to a constant incident flux. The three overlapping PSPC scans
are visible. The fits are indicated by a solid line. (a) Scans taken at 78.14 C where the entire film is smectic C. As shown, the data is

well fit by a single Lorentizan with /=10 A plus constant diffuse background (dashed line). This scan took 35 min for all PSPC set-

tings. (b) Scans taken at 77.67'C where the two surface monolayers are smectic I and the three interior layers are smectic C. The fit

shown is the sum of a broad smectic-C Lorentzian (dashed line) and a narrow smectic-I square-root Lorentzian (SRL). The SRL
correlation length is /=90 A. This scan took 2 h. (c) Scans taken at 69.09 C where the entire film is smectic I The fit shown is the.
sum of a single sharp SRL with /=260 A plus a small constant diffuse level (dashed line). This scan took 2 h.
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The film oven used for these measurements has been
described in detail previously. ' ' Cobalt samarium
magnets were installed inside the oven on two opposing
sides of the film to provide a —1 kG field to orient the tilt
domains. Although this configuration produced well-
aligned bulk Sm-C films of other liquid crystals, it did
not produce well-aligned Sm-C or Sm-I surface mono-
layers in 70.7. As soon as the films were cooled from the
smectic-3 phase into the surface phase, many small tilt
domains were produced; these domains were observed
optically and also produced x-ray y scans (at fixed Q„~
and Q, ) which were independent of g.

All of the scans reported here are for five-layer films of
70.7 with the no-film background subtracted from the
raw data and the measured scattering corrected for in-
cident beam intensity changes. Figure 2 shows typical
scans for the Q =0.995, Q, =0 scattering in the Sm-C,
surface Sm-I and interior Sm-C, and Sm-I phases. Be-
cause the PSPC is not wide enough to cover the broad
Sm-C peaks, each scan shown is a composite of data col-
lected at three PSPC positions with overlapping g
values and essentially identical Q, values. As shown in

Fig. 2(a), the measured Sm-C scattering was fit very well

by a single Lorentzian peak added to a constant diffuse
background. The fitted Lorentzian widths were essential-
ly independent of temperature in the Sm-C phase. The
scattering from the surface Sm-I films [see Fig. 2(b)] was
fit very well by the sum of a square-root Lorentzian
(SRL),
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which represents the surface Sm-I scattering contribution
and a Lorentzian which represents the interior Sm-C con-
tribution. The SRL form arises because the monodomain
Sm-I peaks are assumed to be Lorentzians; powder
averaging them in the azimuthal direction results in a
form which is approximately a SRL. The fitted
Lorentzian widths for the interior Sm-C phase were in-

dependent of the temperature and were identical in width
to the five-layer Sm-C fits. The total scattering from the
surface Sm-I/interior Sm-C phase in Fig. 2(b) could not
be fit by either a single Lorentzian or by a single SRL.
The scattering when the entire film is Sm I is as shown in

Fig. 2(c). As shown this data was fit very well by a single
SRL plus a constant diffuse background.

The Q„=0.956, Q, =+2 data was analyzed in the
same way: Lorentzian Sm-C scattering, SRL surface-I
scattering, and SRL Sm-I interior scattering. However,
because the Q, =+2 surface Sm-I peaks were about as
wide as the Sm-C peaks, it was more di%cult to deter-
mine the surface and interior widths reliably.

The SRL parameters versus temperature obtained from
the nonlinear least-square fits to the functions described
above are shown in Fig. 3. These fits determined the SRL
scattering amplitude A„which is proportional to the in-

tegrated intensity of the Sm-I scattering, and the SRL
correlation length g„which is proportional to the inverse
of the width of the Sm-I peak. Complete data sets taken
on cooling and heating are shown; other scans (not
shown) taken close to the transition at —77.7 and

FIG. 3. Square-root-Lorentzian (SRL) scattering amplitude
A, and correlation length g, determined by the nonlinear least-
square fits for the Q, =0 and Q, =2 peaks. The open and closed
symbols represent Q, =0 and Q, =2 data, respectively. The
open circles and diamonds represent data taken upon cooling at
NSLS; the open squares and triangles (upright and inverted)
represent, respectively, the cooling and heating data taken at
SSRL. The Q, =2 data are plotted as the corresponding filled

symbols. The monolayer surface transition at —77.7'C and the
interior transition at —70.3 C are indicated by the arrows. (a)
The SRL scattering amplitudes, 2, vs temperature. This ampli-
tude is proportional to the number of smectic-I layers. The
dashed line represents the average value of 3, in each phase:
A, -0 in the smectic C, 3, —2.3 in the surface Sm-I and interi-
or Sm-C, and A -4.6 in the smectic I The Q, =2 SRL ampli-.
tudes are also shown; they have been multiplied by —, to coin-
cide with the Q, =0 data in the surface Sm-I and interior Sm-C
phase. (b) The SRL correlation length g, vs temperature. In
the smectic-C phase the SRL amplitude, A, -O, and the SRL
correlation length g, are also zero accordingly. There is a first-
order jump in g, at the surface Sm I transition followed by a
roughly square-root evolution, g, —T Tc~'~~ (solid line). —The

Q, =2 data has been multiplied by 2.6 to correspond with the
jump in the Q, =0 data. When scaled in this way, the data for
both Q, values exhibit the same temperature evolution within
the measured errors. No variation in g, is visible at the surface
Sm-I and interior Sm-C to smectic-I transition. Insets: The
smectic-C Lorentzian amplitudes A&, (a) and correlation
lengths gc, (b) vs temperature. For the fits to the surface Sm-I
and interior Sm-C data, gc was fixed at the value indicated by
the dashed line.
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-70.5 C indicated that both were hysteretic. Above
about 78 'C, the films were Sm C and A, -0. The insets
to Fig. 3 show the evolution of the Sm-C Lorentzian am-
plitudes A, and correlation lengths gc. The latter are
approximately constant throughout the surface Sm-I and
interior Sm-C phase. Just below 78'C, the two mono-
layers at each film-vapor interface freeze, forming surface
Sm-I monolayers on the Sm-C interior producing a
discontinuous jump in the SRL amplitudes and the SRL
correlation length. Within the surface Sm-I and interior
Sm-C phase g, increases from —100 to -275 A while A,
and the Sm-C peak height remain roughly constant as the
temperature is reduced from 78 to 70.5'C. At about
70.5 C the interior layers freeze and the entire film is Sm
I. There is a corresponding jurnp in the Sm-I amplitude,
but the correlation length does not have any observable
jump. The ratio of the SRL amplitude in the Sm-I phase
to the surface SRL amplitude in the surface Sm-I and in-
terior Sm-C phase is about 4.6:2.3. This is in reasonable
agreement (within the experimental errors) with the ratio
of the film thicknesses (five layers) to the surface thick-
ness (two layers). The observed discontinuous jumps at
the surface and interior freezing transitions show they are
both first-order phase transitions. In addition, both tran-
sitions were also slightly hysteretic ( -0.2 'C).

The evolution in the surface correlation length after
the first-order transition to the surface Sm-I phase at
—78 C is consistent with a square-root scaling law,

g, —~T Tc~', bu—t the uncertainty in g, is quite large
both because of the low counting rates and also because
of the difficulty in separating the interior Sm-C and the
surface Sm-I scattering. Figure 3 also compares the am-
plitude and surface correlation length evolution for the
Q, =0 and Q, =2 peaks with each other and with the
square-root form. Since the Q, =2 peak is wider than the

Q, =0 peak, the Q, =2 correlation lengths were scaled by
a multiplicative constant ( —,', ) to make the first-order

jumps at the surface freezing transition equal. When
scaled in this way, the evolution with temperature is the
same within the errors. Consequently, there is no evi-
dence for anisotropic type I evolution above the first-
order jump at 70.5 C in this system. This isotropic evo-
lution is also different from the reported evolution in
8OSI (Ref. 8) which is anisotropic.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown that the monolayer sur-
face hexatic Sm-I layers in freely suspended films of 70.7
melt via a hysteretic first-order transition into the Sm-C
phase. Since the Sm-C phase is predicted to have induced
hexatic (presumably Sm-I) order, this transition is a novel
first-order hexatic-to-hexatic monolayer surface freezing
transition in which the symmetry of the phase is un-

changed, but the amplitude of the order parameters jump
discontinuously. The microscopic mechanism for this
first-order jump without any change in the symmetry is
an unresolved problem. The observed first-order jurnp is
consistent with the recent suggestion that there is a
nearby tricritical point in all Sm-C to Sm-I to Sm-J tran-
sitions. In addition, we see no evidence for any pretransi-
tional evolution on the Sm-C side of the transition where
the previous studies in systems with continuous evolution
show large growth of the induced order. This suggests
that the coupling between the tilt and the bond-
orientational and positional order is much weaker in 70.7
than in 8OSI or that there is an unusual microscopic
mechanism which suddenly produces a large induced
hexatic response over a small temperature interval.

We also find that the growth and disappearance of the
hexatic Sm-I order in the interior of the film —the Sm-C
interior freezing and melting transitions —are hysteretic
first-order transitions. In surface freezing and wetting
language this puts the transition in the incomplete wet-
ting category: the first hexatic monolayer wets the Sm-
C —vapor interface, but the successive hexatic layers do
not. The origin of the very different surface freezing be-
havior in different FSLC films is also an interesting open
problem: Why in some systems (70.7, 14SS) does only
the first monolayer wet while in others (90.4) hundreds of
layers wet? Finally, it is an open question why there is no
surface-induced order in the materials (e.g. , 8OSl) which
evolve continuously.
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